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Game-Changing Consumer
Privacy Rights
Expansive privacy rights call for innovative privacy
management – a cohesive, integrated approach instead
of a piecemeal or regulation-specific method. But to
accomplish this shift, organizations need to remove
barriers including data dispersion, redundant controls,
resource constraints and the lack of automation
and orchestration. This essential groundwork
allows implementation of a single, scalable program
capable of addressing multiple regulations logically
and consistently. Meeting multiple regulations is a
requirement businesses need to prepare for, given the
significant increase in bills related to consumer data
privacy introduced by U. S. state legislatures in 2019.1
Privacy rights are already written into regulations such
as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). These
regulations give consumers the right to understand
how their personally identifiable information (PII)
is used, to opt in or opt out, and to request that
their data be deleted (the right to be forgotten).
Compliance depends on PII being identifiable and
manageable across all data and security controls,
regardless of where the PII is located – on premises,
in the cloud or in third-party systems. These
game-changing data management and protection
standards are requiring organizations to rethink
and revamp their privacy management programs.
Legacy privacy management processes and capabilities
are not designed to accommodate data subject access
requests (DSARs), the form consumers fill out to
request PII-handling changes. The potential penalties
for noncompliance are substantial. Many fines
related to data privacy have been imposed already –
a couple of notable penalties are $56.8 million2 and
$148 million3. Other noncompliance consequences,
such as loss of reputation and revenue, are looming.
A third of consumers report they severed a business
relationship after a breach, and the average loss of
revenue is nearly $4 million.4 As a result, privacy
management is a top priority of risk mitigation efforts.

This paper describes steps organizations can take
to break through barriers and implement a multiregulation privacy management program based on
best practices. The appropriate expertise, processes
and technology work together to deliver:
Superior data governance

Ongoing optimization to address new and
evolving regulations and risk profiles
Meaningful metrics and comprehensive
reporting
Controls that are common across regulatory
requirements

During this chaotic, transitional phase of privacy
management, simple approaches like those
introduced in this paper can be highly effective
in achieving a resilient, sustainable program
that simplifies compliance and lowers risk.

Privacy rights are already written into
regulations such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).
These regulations give consumers the
right to understand how their personally
identifiable information (PII) is used, to opt
in or opt out, and to request that their data
be deleted (the right to be forgotten).
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REGULATING PERSONALLY
IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION

Many regulations require organizations to comply with applicable consumer privacy rights. Here are
just a few:
• European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
• California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA)
• Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)
• Drivers Privacy Protection Act (DPPA)
• Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
• U.S. state-specific examples: Illinois’ Data Transparency and Privacy Act, New York Privacy Act and
Pennsylvania’s Consumer Data Privacy Act
Certain regulations supercede others – a fact that must be considered during privacy management
program design. For example, organizations subject to the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) may have some exemptions from
CCPA compliance.

Understanding Barriers to Effective
Privacy Management
Certain barriers inhibit preparation and
readiness to comply with privacy rights.
Removing them paves the way for an efficient,
effective privacy management program.
Digital transformation (DX), for example, may be a
higher priority for businesses than privacy management
given competitive pressures. Yet expediting DX may
create lags or gaps in data management and protection
practices, increasing risk not only of noncompliance
penalties but also loss of reputation and revenue:
• GDPR fines are determined based on 10 criteria,
with the highest amount being approximately
$22.3 million or 4% of worldwide annual revenue.4

• CCPA provides for recovery of up to $750 per
consumer per incident or actual damages, whichever
is greater, along with other types of relief.5
• 31% of consumers surveyed say they discontinued
their relationship with the company that had
a data breach…and organizations that lost
more than 5% of their customers experienced
an average revenue loss of $3.94 million.6
Decision-maker perceptions and beliefs also may
slow adoption of privacy management. Eighty
percent of consumers believe organizations have
an obligation to take reasonable steps to secure
their personal information. However, only 49%
of CMOs and 48% of IT practitioners agree.7
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Additional barriers need to be well understood
from the perspective of compliance and risk,
and dealt with as soon as possible.
BARRIER 1. Companies don’t have a grip on where PII
resides, hampering their ability to protect and manage
it. Imagine how this lack of data governance magnifies
the difficulties of responding accurately to customers
who want to know with whom their PII is being shared
or who request deletion of their PII. DSAR compliance
is contingent on addressing these challenges:

• Data is everywhere and it’s mobile: on premises,
in the cloud, in Internet of Things (IOT) systems,
with third parties and in other locations.
• Incomplete or inaccurate inventories limit visibility
into how data is processed, stored and transmitted.
• Untracked data cannot be easily
managed throughout its lifecycle.
BARRIER 2. Implementing new sets of tools, controls,
policies, systems and compliance measures for each
new regulation or update wastes resources. Reinventing
the wheel multiplies the number of moving parts
and pitfalls, jeopardizing timely compliance due to:

• Lack of side-by-side comparison of regulations
broadening the scope without big picture oversight.
• Accelerating complexity related to people,
processes and technology drives up cost.
• Disrupted communications and schedules caused
by turnover – knowledge leaves the company
and new hires need to get up to speed.

31%

of consumers surveyed
say they discontinued
their relationship with
the company that had
a data breach.4

BARRIER 3. Resource constraints slow down
or derail compliance efforts. Employees may
be uncertain about the scope or exact nature
of requirements because compliance isn’t their
primary focus. Other constraints include:

• Underestimating the amount of time needed to
build the necessary controls and capabilities, either
internally or ramping up with a service provider.
• Hiring challenges related to attracting and hiring
people with desirable expertise or experience.
• Difficulty identifying the gaps between current
state and future state and how to prepare.

The International Association of Privacy
Professionals (IAPP) provides a U.S.
state-by-state comparison of privacy
laws and a list of common privacy
provisions at iapp.org.8

BARRIER 4. Insufficient automation and orchestration
capabilities impede compliance across multiple
systems, security controls and regulations.
Technical complexities and strict audit timelines
converge to highlight operational limitations:

• Controls that do not allow systems to interact with
one another.
• Manual servicing of privacy management obligations
– an unaffordable and unsustainable endeavor
considering the cost and effort of processing
hundreds, thousands or millions of DSARs.
• Siloed, regulation-specific processes that inhibit
enterprise-wide metrics and reporting.
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Following Best Practices to Break
Through Barriers
The following best practices can simplify and streamline
privacy management program development:
1. Implement data governance to solve data
dispersion challenges. Proper data governance
allows businesses to get a grip on their data.
Data governance, the foundation of both privacy
management and risk management, encompasses:
• Completing a data inventory and classification to
identify which data is subject to privacy regulations
and where it is located.
• Learning how data is collected, transmitted, shared
and where it’s stored.
• Creating data flow diagrams.
• Understanding data retention policies.
• Documenting how data is to be handled
throughout its lifecycle.
• Having mechanisms in place to be sure DSARs are
processed accurately regardless of data location.

When third parties touch PII, the scope of privacy
management expands significantly. Each third
party most likely has different methods of storing,
processing and transmitting data – all outside of the
direct control of the organizations with which they
do business. A precisely designed and implemented
privacy management program provides visibility into
third-party data management, enabling control of PII.
2. Eliminate duplicative compliance tools, processes
and systems. Instead of continually building or
buying one-off or regulation-specific solutions,
organizations can build once to address the majority
of regulatory requirements and modify the program
a small portion of the time. This outcome relies on:
• Gaining an understanding of the minor differences
and substantial similarities among regulations.
• Understanding industry-specific compliance trends.
• Anticipating likely regulatory updates or
adjustments.
• Writing policies and procedures in a way that other
regulations can be added in without completely
rewriting the policies and procedures.

PREPARING FOR GDPR
COMPLIANCE
A global veterinary diagnostics company wanted to understand how well its security program could meet
GDPR privacy requirements. The following actions reflect best practices applied for compliance readiness:
• Round table discussions with stakeholders to understand business goals, objectives and concerns.
• Review of work underway in security operations and privacy management.
• Evaluation of the sustainability of the privacy program.
• Preparation of presentation materials for the board of directors that highlight successes and validate
program updates.
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When organizations write regulation-specific policies,
they build parallel layers of controls that are labor
intensive and costly to maintain. For example, one
regulation may require an eight-character alphanumeric
password that changes every 120 days. Another
regulation may require special characters and password
changes every 90 days. Working with an outside
expert, who knows how to strike the right balance
between generality and specificity, helps organizations
avoid redundancy, lower cost and mitigate risk.
3. Acquire the necessary expertise and experience
without hiring scarce talent. Starting up or
updating a privacy management program takes
time. Many companies do not have the right people
or skills to build and maintain the necessary
controls and capabilities. But it’s possible to
avoid emergency hiring or staff reassignments
by leaning on external experts skilled in:
• Assessing existing privacy and data
management programs and the impact of
data privacy rights on the business.
• Planning and developing privacy
management programs that align with
business needs and meet requirements for
multiple regulations and reporting.
• Implementing the solution and providing
ongoing program management to ensure
regulatory compliance and business alignment.

After all, it takes time to digest regulatory changes,
think through their implications and align the changes
with existing policies and procedures. External experts,
whose full-time job is to stay up to date, can accelerate
an organization’s ability to understand the changes
and make necessary updates rapidly and accurately.
4. Adopt the necessary level of automation and
orchestration to save time, improve accuracy and
ensure timely compliance. When compliance is
regulation specific, so are the related processes,
procedures and audits – causing unpredictable,
labor-intensive sprints to process DSARs.
Automation and orchestration technology can
be leveraged to:
• Orchestrate data deletion requests or data
handling changes across all environments
– on premises, cloud and third party.
• Provide monitoring of and visibility into privacy
management across all relevant controls.
• Automate metrics and produce audit-ready reports.
Consider an organization with widely dispersed data;
multiple unconnected, uniquely configured platforms;
and thousands of pending DSARs. Each system
must be manually manipulated to identify PII and
process DSARs. Automation and orchestration reduce
manual intervention by automating repetitive tasks
and coordinating communications across systems.

When privacy management is a part-time responsibility,
staff members may put off this aspect of their jobs
in favor of completing pressing day-to-day tasks.

BOLSTERING A DATA
PRIVACY PROGRAM

Even when companies have a solid cybersecurity foundation, business leaders may be uncertain about
the impact of new or changing regulations on PII that’s stored, in use or shared with third parties.
Implementing a privacy management program can help identify strengths, gaps and opportunities in
areas such as data governance and protection, identity and access management, application security and
risk governance. The findings contribute to the development of an enterprise-wide compliance roadmap
and appropriate controls.
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Focusing on Privacy Management
Program Outcomes
Many organizations have taken steps to protect
PII. But recent privacy rights regulations raise
compliance thresholds and point to essential
next steps: reassessing current security solutions,
evaluating regulatory practices and redesigning
privacy management programs. This potentially
heavy lift must be completed as quickly as
possible to ensure timely, accurate compliance.
Knowledgeable, external experts who are steeped
in best practices can save time and minimize
disruption while they help organizations:

A service provider able to deliver all aspects of privacy
management – planning, building and running
– is invested in overall program outcomes, not in
accomplishing phase-specific deliverables. A single
provider offers one point of accountability for the
entire program, minimizing the need for ongoing
knowledge transfer and eliminating transition
periods between phases that may lead to errors or
misunderstandings. Continuity increases the likelihood
of achieving desirable cost, time and risk outcomes.

• Identify cybersecurity risks.
• Prioritize privacy management gaps.
• Explore possible internal sources of funding for the
work and prioritize the work against other activities
prioritized in other parts of the business.
• Develop a phased approach to planning, building
and running client-specific privacy management
programs.

CLOSING COMPLIANCE
PROGRAM GAPS
During mergers and acquisitions, disparate security programs must be brought together to protect PII
and respect consumer rights. Applying best practices can help minimize disruption and maintain data
protection:
• Assess and rate risks associated with integrating people, processes and technologies.
• Identify privacy management gaps between programs and the resulting impacts on compliance efforts.
• Develop a roadmap with prioritized actions to align cybersecurity to business and compliance
requirements.
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Maximizing the Value of Privacy
Management Investments
A well-designed privacy management program
encompasses skilled, certified professionals; broad
compliance expertise; thought leadership; and
industry expertise. Ideally, credentials span years of
experience in areas such as strategy, risk management,
data governance, third-party risk management,
program development and service delivery.
Privacy management is inclusive of risk
management, and it often also addresses
physical risk, logical risk, administrative risk,
technical risk and data management controls
with best practices that encompass:
• Determining what’s in scope related to privacy,
including data handled by all third parties, then
assigning risk and building programs centered on
managing data and access.

• Establishing roles and levels of responsibility
in the security organization specific to privacy
management.
• Specifying privacy management policies and
procedures.
• Defining the technical security/privacy architecture,
including platforms, features and capabilities for
data protection and privacy rights compliance.
• Describing and measuring success based on
consistent, repeatable processes that are performed
consistently.
The greatest value comes from the right mix of people,
processes and technology, which work together to
streamline activities, provide oversight, simplify
compliance and lower overall organizational risk.

• Identifying what’s more or less important to monitor
and what to do when a deviation is detected (how to
react, respond and communicate).

MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS

Be prepared to demonstrate positive results. Best practices offer a solid footing for reliable measurement:
• Practice superior data governance. A data inventory documents how and where data (PII in
particular) is stored, processed and transmitted. Data lifecycle management cannot happen without a
data inventory, and lifecycle management is essential for compliance.
• Take a “consistency-first” approach. While documenting each process, procedure, role and
responsibility, identify any inconsistencies before establishing measurement objectives and applying
metrics. Inconsistent execution and lack of standards cannot support measurement.
• Validate PII security controls at frequent intervals. Penetration tests designed to gain access to PII
reveal how controls are working at different points in time.
• Verify how well incident management practices are working. Track incident handling and response
times to determine if they meet regulation-specific reporting timeframes.
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PRIVACY ESSENTIALS
DATA GOVERNANCE
an approach to data management that
encompasses identification of sensitive
information; data use, storage, maintenance
and transmission throughout its lifecycle;
and related security issues.
ASSESSMENTS
the tools and expertise applied to
determine the impact of privacy
regulations, to identify gaps, to gauge
security effectiveness and to assess risk.
PRIVACY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
the oversight of compliance audits,
DSARs, compliance reporting, privacy
training and legal communication.
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
the people, processes and systems
involved in identifying, analyzing and
remediating security incidents.

SECURITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
a documented set of security policies,
procedures, standards and guidelines
related to an organization’s security
hardware and software.
THIRD-PARTY RISK MANAGEMENT
a process/program that identifies all enterprise
vendors and oversees activities such as
risk assessments, sensitive data inventory,
contracts, security policies and compliance.
METRICS
quantifiable measurements used to track
and assess the performance of specific
process or activity to measure effectiveness.
CONTINUOUS MONITORING
the technology, people and processes used
to provide visibility into multiple sources
of security intelligence and detect cyber
threats and/or security vulnerabilities.

PHASE 1
Develop Strategy

PHASE 2
High and Low
Level Design

PHASE 5
Ongoing Optimization

PHASE 4
Operational Hand Off

PHASE 3
Create Project
Planning and Execute
on Road Map

Project Management
for Program
Development
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Accelerating Privacy Rights Compliance
While Lowering Risk
Consumer privacy rights regulations are a game
changer. They have the potential to increase
compliance requirements, which in turn increases
complexity related to meeting audit deadlines. The
removal of barriers to privacy management – data
dispersion; duplicative tools, processes and systems;
lack of expertise; and lack of automation and
orchestration – is critical, necessary groundwork.
Gaps in any areas of the privacy management
framework described in this paper increase risk of
security breaches, financial penalties and loss of
reputation.
Data governance is arguably the most critical gap to
address. Without it, organizations can’t know how PII
is collected, stored, transmitted and shared, and as a
result, they can’t protect and manage PII. Nor can they
process DSARs efficiently and accurately. Further, a
lack of data governance creates security blind spots
on which cyber attackers can capitalize. When that
happens, unhappy consumers and the media spread
the word.

A resilient, sustainable privacy management
program aligns with business and industry
requirements. It’s cohesive, integrated and based
on best practices – a combination that simplifies
compliance and lowers risk with:
A one-to-many approach that
accommodates most applicable regulations,
leaving a small portion for special handling.

The ability to accommodate new and/or
evolving regulations easily.

The right mix of people, processes and
technology.

Meaningful metrics that prove efficiency,
effectiveness and value.
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Want to
learn more?
Visit go.optiv.com/privacy

Optiv Global Headquarters
1144 15th Street, Suite 2900
Denver, CO 80202
800.574.0896
www.optiv.com
Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a “one-stop”
trusted partner with a singular focus on cybersecurity.
Our end-to-end cybersecurity capabilities span
risk management and transformation, cyber digital
transformation, threat management, cyber operations,
identity and data management, and integration and
innovation, helping organizations realize stronger,
simpler and more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs
that support business requirements and outcomes.
At Optiv, we are leading a completely new approach
to cybersecurity that enables clients to innovate their
consumption models, integrate infrastructure and
technology to maximize value, achieve measurable
outcomes, and realize complete solutions and business
alignment. For more information about Optiv, please visit
us at www.optiv.com.
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